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Sybaris

70m
Perini Navi
Perini Navi / Philippe Briand / 
PH Design 
2016

The 70 metre ketch Sybaris is the quintes-
sence of luxury, marking a milestone in the 
heritage of the Italian Perini Navi brand. 
72 and 62-metre masts, zero energy waste 
engineering systems, high performance, 
and lightweight aluminium construction 
matched with titanium ceilings render this 
vessel utterly unique. Meticulously designed 
to impress in close collaboration with the 
expertise of the shipyard following years of 
attentive project management by her sea-
soned owner, Sybaris takes engineering and 
style to a whole new dimension in sailing 
yacht build.

Galactica Super Nova

70.07m
Heesen Yachts
Van Oossanen Naval Architects / 
Espen Øino International / Sinot 
Exclusive Yacht Design
2016

The big bang in the Heesen universe with 
her effi ciency and fast transit speed seam-
lessly combined with high standards in 
comfort and space: Galactica Super Nova. 
The Dutch yards’ largest build to date will 
not go unnoticed at this year’s Show, not 

only for her head-turning exterior design but 
also for the sophisticated equilibrium of her 
pure and well-balanced interior featuring a 
mind-blowing central staircase with crystal 
elevator. A large glass-bottom pool with 
contra fl ow system, waterfall and integrated 
Jacuzzi, touch-and-go helipad, not to men-
tion a revolutionary FDHD hull, make this 
superyacht a futuristic masterpiece

Vanish

66.25m
Feadship
De Voogt Naval Architects / 
Eidsgaard Design 
2016

A timeless custom-built beauty where the 
defi nition of the term ‘superyacht’ has been 
freshly reinvented as a lifestyle statement 

per excellence. Described as a holistic 
superyacht by Feadship, Vanish serves 
as a springboard to a world of adventure. 
Smart engineering is demonstrated in the 
unusual transom, full-height atrium, with 
its free-standing staircase as well as a truly 
unique wall of glass and innovative teak-cov-
ered sliding platform under the starboard 
companionway that locks in place fl ush with 
the fl oor level of the stateroom. Vanish is 
a fusion of innovation where vessel and 
water harmoniously play together to offer 
outstanding fun. 

Coral Ocean

72.54m
Lürssen Yachts
Lürssen Yachts / Bannenberg & 
Rowell Design
1994 / 2016

As one of the fi rst original masterpieces of 
the late Jon Bannenberg, the clean exterior 
lines and prodigious Polynesian interior 
of Coral Island sets this 22 year old lady at 
the forefront of true elegance. Used only 
privately to date, seeing this meticulously 
maintained vessel publicly will be a fi rst. 
Not to be missed will be the discovery of the 
specialist German precision of Lürssen’s 
excellence in refi ts, repair, and conversion, 
after the completion of her last refit in 
August this year. On the charter books for 
the very fi rst time, guests will appreciate the 
beach house style interior and can 
reminisce that she was in fact 
one of the fi rst yachts back 
in 1994 to proudly have 
had a dedicated gym 
and spa area. A true 
madame to be appre-
ciated. Chapeau! 

Gipsy

35.2m
Otam
Umberto Tagliavini / Design Studio 
Spadolini
2016

Gipsy is the fi rst unit as a semi-displace-
ment full custom aluminum yacht built by 
Otam to be exceptionally tailor-made to 
fi t her owner’s lifestyle. Special highlights 
including the yacht’s superior volume in 
her category under 300 GT. A voluminous 
40 square metres main salon complete with 
movie theatre and full beam dining area 
forward as well as a full owner’s upper deck 
brings a more intimate dimension in a space 
worthy of a much larger vessel. They say size 
doesn’t matter, and for Gipsy this certainly 
rings true.

Genesi

45m
Wider
Ital Projects - Fulvio de 
Simoni
2016

In the competitive market segment of 
yachts ranging between 40 and 50 metres, 
it happens only a handful of times per year 
that a new launch in this size range deserves 
a closer look. Wider’s latest, the stunning 
45 metre Genesi, certainly can be described 
as one of these cases. Genesi’s exterior 
trump card is without a doubt located in 
the stern of the vessel, where a 90 square 
metre beach club serves as storage for her 
Wider 32 tender (an incredible feature for 
a 45 metre yacht alone) which wonderfully 
transforms into an oasis once the anchor 
has been dropped - sure to be a highlight of 
any guest experience on board.

La Passion

46m 
Sarp Yachts
Taka Yachts / Osman Tanju 
Kalaycioglu
2016

10 must see superyachts     
at the Monaco Yacht Show
Held this year from 28th September to 1st October, 
the Monaco Yacht Show never fails to disappoint when 
it comes to showcasing the world’s fi nest superyachts. 
Here we take a look at 10 of our favourite yachts 
attending the coveted show this year. 
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